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A road map through todays various forms of electronic music -- from the early morning sounds of melodic

breaks to the deviously twisted beats of progressive house. 19 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: House,

ELECTRONIC: Breakbeat/Breaks Details: "My favorite thing in the world is watching and listening to

people react to a piece of music-- I feel most comfortable behind two tables and a mixer... That is where I

can be myself, that is where I communicate best with people. Without anxiety, just passion." - Lance

Cashion After over a year of hosting the Sound on Proton Radio, Lance Cashion inaugurates the station's

mix compilation series with a 2-CD release showcasing a varied repertoire of tracks submitted by artists

to support Proton. When the first call for unsigned material was made over six months ago, the response

was literally overwhelming. Sorting through over 300 productions revealed that not only were industry

champions like PQM, Momu, and Sultan answering the call but dozens of aspiring artists were as well:

Micah. Orchid. Derek Howell-- names now familiar to Proton listeners but at the time were relatively

unknown, only now just now bursting onto the scene. The result is a pair of mixes that acts as a road map

through todays various forms of electronic music -- from the early morning sounds of melodic breaks to

the deviously twisted beats of progressive house. Those who want to support Proton Radio and

guarantee the continuation of the series are urged to purchase the compilation. As a listener supported

radio station, all proceeds from 'The Sound' will go towards Proton Radio's operating costs and future

releases, so those who want to support Proton Radio can guarantee the continuation of our broadcast by

picking up Lance's mix.
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